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0. Introduction

There are known some convenient categories for topology. We consider two of

them here. In [6] R.M. Vogt established the category JT consisting of ^-spaces and

continuous maps, and proved the exponential laws in 3F. On the other hand, Y.

Kawahara and T. Kudo [3] offered the category d夢consisting of topological spaOes

andォ/- maps. They proved ef夢to be cartesian closed, i.e., there is a function space

functor k:ォJ夢OPxd夢-d野such that h(-｣): J夢-d夢is a right adjoint for -×X:

Ikd-J軌2頚∴
●                                                               ●

It is remarkable that in J夢we can treat every topological space without changing

its topology.

In this note we study the category sS夢　　the relation between sS夢and JT.

Our purpose is to find another function space functor h′: d夢OPxd夢-d夢which has

the similar properties to that of Jc. Furthermore it enables us to get the cartesian

closedness and exponential laws of 3f in the sence of R.M. Vogt.

1. Gate皇ories U夢, d夢) and functors (A:, k)

Let d be the category of topological spaces and set maps, let夢be of topological
●                                                                                                                              ●

spaces and continuous maps. Let sS be a full subcategory of夢containing at least one

non-empty space. In addition, si is required in Sec. 3 and 4 to have two properties

(Axiom (a) and (b)). Amap/: X-Y ind is called sS-map if/α∈夢for any α∈ru,x¥

with A∈J. By A夢we denote the category of topological spaces and et-maps. t is

trivial that /∈夢means /∈d夢　A space Xo4 is called ^-generated if s!夢(X, Y)-

夢(X, Y) for all Yetf. By J& we denote the full subcategory of野with objects A-

generated spaces. (Note that 3<g-j{r.) The inclusion relations of these categories are

as follows,

粛
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We can easily verify that the finite products in野,ind夢and in d coincide (because

and p preserve finite limits).

Let h¥夢→dg be the functor in the sence of K.M. Vogt [6], i.e., for any X∈野

k(X) is the set X with, the induced topology determined by the family {A⊥㌧xlα∈夢,

AeJ] and for any/∈夢(X, Y) k(f)(∈RS留(k(X), Jc(Y)) ) is equal to/ as set maps. It is

an easy consequence of the definition that k(X)-X for all X∈d夢and the identity func-

tion idx*. MX)→X lies in夢for all X∈夢.

The following proposition is due to R.M. Vogt.
●

Proposition 1. For any B∈si and X∈野there is a natural isomorphism夢(B, X)

望dg(B, k(X) ); f¥-f′ where /′-/ as set maps.

Proposition 2. For any X, Y∈蝣st there is a natural isomorphism, 〟: d夢(X, Y)-

d夢(Jc(X), Jc(Y) ); K(f) -f as set maps for any/∈d夢(X, Y).

Proof. We need only prove that k(/) lies in *S&. It suffices to show that

･(/)α′∈夢for any α′∈夢(B, MX) ) with. B∈J. Consider the following commutative

diagram,

if)

B宝k(X)

x--

By Proposition 1 α∈夢　Therefore /α∈夢. Using Proposition 1 again, we get that

*(/)α′∈夢.

The last result enables us to extend the functor k:ぎー→d夢over d夢. i.e.. there is a

functor k: d夢→J& and k-Ki. On the other hand we have the fact as follows (due

to E.M. vogt).

Proposition 3. ｣<& is complete and cocomplete.

To combine Proposition 3 with Proposition 2 yields the following.
●

Peoposition 4. si夢is complete and cocomplete.

The next properties follow immediately from [6] (1. 2), [3] (example 1) and Proposi-

tion2.

Proposition 5. (i) X is isomorphic to Y in sS夢if and onlyゲk(X) is isomorphic to

k(Y) in J夢.

(ii) k(X) is isomorphic to X in J夢　More precisely id: K(X)→X lies in夢　　かl

liesinJ夢.

(m) k(X)-Xfor any X∈招.

(iv) Let X be isomorphic to Y in J夢, then the homotopy groups and singular(co) homology

groups of them are isomorphic for suitable J.

2. Function space k'(X, Y)

In this section we shall define a function space functor k′: d夢OPxd夢→d夢and
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two natural transformations related to kf. They play the important roles in this note.

Let h′: d夢OPxd夢-d夢be a functor defined by

k′(X, 7)-F(k(X),k(Y))　X, Y∈d夢

k′(f,g) - F(K(f), K(g))　(f,g) ∈ d夢OP,(X, X′)×d夢(Y, Y′)

where F(-9 -) means the ordinal function space functor with compact open topology.

Let L, M, N, P: J夢OPxd夢OPxdぎー-Set be the functors defined by the equations,

L(X, T, Z) - J夢(Xx Y, Z)

M(X, Y, Z) - j/(Z, *′(7, Z))

N(X, Y, Z) - J夢(X, k'(Y, Z))

P{X, Y, Z) -tf{XxY,Z).

By甲: L-M we denote a natural transformation as follows,甲K.y,z{f)-7; J{x)(y)-

f(x,y) with/∈L(X, Y, Z) x∈X and y∈Y. By tb: N→P we denote a natural trans-

formation as follows.転Y,z(h) - h; h(x, y)-H%)(y) with h∈N(X, Y, Z), x∈X and y∈Y.

It is easy to see that P and ¢ are well defined and natural.

Remark. The naturalities of甲and ¢ yield the formulas (B. 1WB. 6) of[3]. They are

used frequently to prove many properties.

(B.I) /0-/(OXY) (B.2) Jh'lb,Z) -/(*x &) (B.3) h'(Y,c)J-cf

(B.4)ha-h(axY)(B.5)栃-MXxb)(B.6)h'(Y,c)h-c易

where/∈L(X,Y,Z),h∈N(X,Y,Z),a∈d夢(X',X),b∈d夢(Y′Y)andc∈d夢(z,n

3.(d-)admissibleand(*/-)proper

Definition6.(i)AspaceYindissaidtobesS-admissibleゲ

転,Y,z(d夢(X,k′(Y,Z))⊂d夢(XxY,Z)forallX,Z∈d.

(ii)AspaceYinsiissaidtobeadmissibleゲ

板,y,A夢(X,h′(Y,Z))⊂夢(XxY,Z)forallX,Z∈d.

Let野-{*x,y,z:節(X,F(Y,Z))-A(XxY,Z)}x,Y,Z∈ubeanaturaltransformation

yYdefinedby野x,Y,Z(h)-h,whereh(x,y)-h(x)(y)with,x∈X,y∈Yandh∈夢(X,F(Y,Z)).

(iii)AspaceYindissaidtobeぎーadmissible伊

野x,Y,Z(夢(X,F(Y,Z))⊂夢(XxF,Z)forallX,Z∈d･

Pkoposition7.(i)AspaceYissS-amdissilbeゲandonlyゲ'Y,Z∈d夢(k′(Y,Z)×Y,Z)for

allZsrf,whereeYz-kf(Y,Z).

(ii)AspaceYisadmissibleがandonlyゲ'Y.Z∈夢(k'(Y,Z)×Y,Z)forallZ∈A･

(iii)AspaceY%s&-admissibleifandonlyifey2∈夢(F(Y,Z)×Y,Z)forallZ&rf,where

eyiZ-F(Y,ZY

Proof,(i)eyzhasthefollowing(universal)property:Foranyh∈d夢(X,Jc′(Y,Z))

h-=｣ytz(hxY).Hence,ifJy,zliesinsS夢thenhliesalsoinsS夢･"Onlyifpartis
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trivial from the definition. In similar fashion (ii) and (iii) are easily verified.

This leads to the next.

Pkoposition 8. If Y is admissible, then Y is d-admissible.

Pkoposition 9. // Y is in ｣<& and夢-admissible, then Y is admissible.

Proof. ByProposition7, it su鮎esto showthat sy,z lies in夢for any Ze/. SinOe

夢(h'(Y,Z), h'(Y, Z))-夢(h'(Y,Z), F(Y, K(Z))), k>(Y, Zy lies in野(k'(Y,Z)× Y, x(Z) ).

On the other hand, we have 8Y,z-idzJc'(Y, Z)w. It completes the proof.

Axiom: (a) Any A in J is admissible.

Pkopositioist 10. If sS satisfies (a), then any Y in d is si'-admissible.

pr｡｡f. By Proposition 7 we need only prove that the composite A空望k'(Y,Z)

×Y竺三z lies in夢f｡r all (α,β) ｡夢(A,k'(Y,Z)×7) with A∈J, where (α,β) is the

unique map determined by α∈V(A,W{Y,Z)) and β∈夢(A, Y).′ By (B.4)-(B.6) we

have, ey7(α,β) -eytZ(k'(Y,Z)× β)(α,A) -盲砺壱)(α,A) -｣AiZ(F((3,Z)×A)(α,A).

Since EA Z ∈夢(Axiom (a)), we get the desired consequence.

The last result means that if d satisfies (a) then ¢ is a natural transformation from N

to L.

Definition ll. (i) A space Y ind is said to be d-properゲ

甲x,Y,z(d夢(Xx Y, Z)) ⊂ d夢(X, k′(Y, Z)) for all X, Z ∈d･

(ii) A space Y in d is said to be properゲ

<px.Y,Z(*(XxY,Z)) ⊂夢(X, k′(Y, Z)) for all X,Z ∈d･

Let　¢- (¢x.Y.Z- V(XxY,Z) -*(X,F(Y,Z)))x.y.z∈　be a natural transformation

defined by ¢x.Y.z(f) -f> wliere f(x)(y) -f(x>y) with x ∈X, y ∈ F and /∈夢(Xx Y, Z).

(iii) A space Y in d is said to be ^-properゲ

¢x,Y,Z¥夢(XxY,Z)) ⊂夢(X,F(Y,Z)) for all X,Z ∈d.

It is a well known fact that any Y in d is野-proper.

Proposition 12. (1) A space Y is J-properゲand only if

%.y∈dVCKJc'(Y,Xx Y) ) for all X&/9 where fr]x,Y-雷嘉亨.

(ii) A space Y is properゲand onlyゲvx.Y∈夢(X,h′(Y,Xx Y) ) for all X∈d･

Proof, (i)りx)y has the following (universal) property: For any/∈d夢(Xx Y,Z)

f-rjxyk′(Y,f). Hence, if ^y lies in J夢　then / lies also in J夢. "Only if" part

follows immediately from the deanition. The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i).

Axiom二(b). IfA, B∈　then AxB∈d留･

Proposition 13. Ifef satisfies (a) and (b), then KxA∈d留for any A∈sS and. ∈dg.

Proof. We have to prove/∈夢for any/∈d夢(KxA,Z). Iff∈夢(K,h′(A,Z) ), then
■■ヽ■

f--燕& by (a). Hence we need only verify that /∈d夢(K, k'(A,Z) )-夢(K, k'(A, Z) ).
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Suppose that B∈4 and α(夢IB,K), then /α-I(α×A) by (B. 1). On the other hand

f(α×A)∈夢by (b). We have the following commutative diagram,

d夢(BxA,Z)ヱ- MB,h′{AZ))

J&IBxA,id?1) 1　甲

J&IBxAMZ))　→ MB, k'{A, k(Z))

夢(BxA,k(Z)) -,二　　>夢(B,F(A, h(Z)).

EE

Therefore /α ∃細) - *&-*/(α×A) ∈5.

Proposition 14. // sS satisfies (a) and (b), then any Y in d is A-proper.

Proof. By Proposition 12 we need only prove that t]x,¥ ∈d夢for any X∈蝣蝣st. Let A∈d

and α∈夢(A,k(X) ). It follows from Proposition 13 that si野(A x k(X), k(Z¥)-夢(AxK(X),

ォ{Z) )-野(Axk(X), k(Z) ). Therefore we get the commutative diagram,

′′

J&(Axk(Y), k(XxY))一一- → M(A,k′(Y,XxY))

夢(Axk(Y), k(XxY)) ---→ V(A,U(Y,Xx*))�"
¢

Let/(∈s}&) be the composite k(X)×ォ(Y)

diagram, we have /両Y))

idx x idy idxxy

-うXxY-　　-サk(XxY). Using the
/　/　一一一-＼

-f(α×k(D). By(BJ　α×x(Y))-fα Hence /∈

jv(K(X), kr(Y, XXY)). SinceりX y - fidz 1, we get the desired consequence.

The last result means that if si satisfies (a) and (b), thenやis a natural transforma-

tion from L to N.

It is obvious that毎-L andや¢-N under the conditions (a) and (b).

4. Exponential laws

Throughout this section we require that sS satisfies (a) and (b). The results of

section 3 are summarized below.

Theorem 1. ^ is cartesian closed.

From this, we get the exponential laws.

Theorem 2. There are natural isomorphisms in si野,

(i)　k'(XxY,Z)些k′(X,k'(Y,Z))

(ii)　k'(X, YxZ)生k′(X, Y)×k'(X,Z).

Proof, (i) Let A: J夢(W,k′(XxY,Z))-d夢(W,k'(X,k′(Y,Z))) be a natural

isomorphism. It is a well known fact that any natural transformation入is d夢(W,l)
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for some kJ夢(･(XxY,Z), k'(X,k'(Y,Z)) ), and I is isomorphic if and only if入is.

Combining this fact with the naturality of A, we can easily verify that I is a natural

isomorphism. We may take A to be the following composite of natural isomorphisms

d夢(W,h'(Xx Y, Z) )｣ゝ JV(Wx(Xx nz) ｣㌧ J&((WxX)×Y,Z)｣ゝ d夢(WxX, k'

(Y,Z))｣ゝd夢(W,k'(X,k′(Y,Z) ) ), where [t-空佐(α, Z) determined by the natural isomor-

phism α: (WxX)×YーWx(Xx Y).

(ll) We have only to verify the existence of a natural isomorphism β.･ d夢(W, k′

(X, YxZ) )-d夢(W, h'(X, Y)×k'(X, Z) ). There are natural isomorphisms J&iWJc′

(x, yxz) )｣ゝd夢(WxX, YxZ)｣ >JV(WxX, Y)×d夢(WxX,Z)誓d夢(W,k'(X, Y))

×d夢(W, k'(X, Z) )⊥㌔d夢(W, k′(X, Y)×k′IX, Z) ), where (*) and (*)′ are determined by

the products YxZ and k'tX, Y)×Jc'(X, Z) respectively. It completes the proof, (cf.

[3] Theorem 1 and 2)

Using Theorem 2, we can easily verify the following.
●

Theorem 3. Jg is cartesian closed.

Proof. The composite *!&(X㊨Y, Z)

(Y,Z))
(Proposition 2)

〟-1

(Proposition 2)
相野(Xx Y, Z)二㌔RJ夢(X, k′

^{XiJ^t(Y, Z) ) is a natural isomorphism. Hence we get

the desired consequence.

By the similar fashion to the proof of Theorem 2, we get the next.

Theorem 4. There are natural isomorphisms in sfg,

(i) JTAX⑳Y,Z)些jrt{X,jrt{Y,Z))

(ii)　jt((X, y⑫Z)望jrt(X, Y)⑳jrt(X,Z) ,

where -㊨- denotes the product in OS& and JFt(-9 -)-k(F(-9 -) ).

Remark, (i) Combining I'roposition 5.(i), Theorem 2 and也e trivial observation

that k(UxV)-K(U)⑪K(ア) for any U,ア∈　we can verify Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.

u) In也is section it was shown that Theorem 1 yields Theorem 3. Conversely it

is easy to verify that if sS汐is cartesian closed, then A<& is also cartesian closed.

5.

Here we shall consider the relations among the function spaces. IfX and Y are in

JSf, then h'{X, Y)-F{X, Y) and h′(X, Y)些Tf(X, Y) in J夢. Moreover, id∴郡(XJ)

→k'{X, Y) is in夢and iか1 is in Jgf.

Let k: si夢OPxd夢→d夢be the functor in the sence of Y. Kawahara and T. Kudo

[3]. That is, let v be some full subcategory of g* with sS⊂y⊂d夢　then h{Xy Y) is the

set J夢(X, Y) with the induced topology determined by the family of set maps {d夢(X, Y)

>F(U,Y)¥U∈W, n∈夢(U, X)}. On the other hand, according to Proposition 2 we may

take as k'(X, Y) the set J夢(X, Y) with the induced topology determined by the bijection

K: d夢(X, Y)→F(k(X),k(Y) ). Then id: k'(X, Y)-MX, Y) is in夢and id-1 is in d夢.
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(Since h′(X,-) and MX,-) are right adjoints for -×X: ^-ォ/｣% we can directly

obtain that k'(X, Y) is naturally isomorphic to Jc(X, Y) in J&.) Let P be a one point

space, then k'(P, X桓X in J夢, really k'(P, X)-k(X).

Finally, there are some examples of which- hold the Axioms (a) and (b) (cf. [6] ).

Let &夢be the full subcategory of夢consisting of all locally compact spaces.

Combining Proposition 9 with the well known fact that any Y in ｣?(t? is夢-admissible,

we get that any full subctaegory of &夢holds (a).

The foliowings hold (b) too.

(i) The full subcategory consisting of a one point space only;

(n) the full subcategory consisting of all compact Hausdorff spaces;

(iii) the full subcategory consisting of all locally compact Hausdorff spaces;

(iv) &夢itself.
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